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Introduction

Categories in this paper will always be concrete over a fixed base category S, with
faithful and amnestic forgetful functors to S. A completion of a concrete category A is a
full and dense concrete embedding G : A -+ B, with B complete in an appropriate sense.
Completions of A with specified properties usually are the objects of a (quasi-)category,
with full concrete embeddings as morphisms. An initial object of such a category is called
a hull of A.

Topological completions and hulls with various properties have been studied intensively;
we refer to the papers in the Bibliography for important contributions to this theory, and
for further references. As H. HERRLICH [19] has pointed out, "smaller is better" for comple-
tions: a small completion of a category A is likely to retain more of the desirable properties
of A than a large one. This makes hulls particularly desirable, and it suggests that the word
"dense" should be used in a suitably restricted sense. Beginning with P. ANTOINE [13],
"dense" has often been used in the least restrictive meaning of finally dense. J. PENON in
[25] introduced epidense extensions, and the author in [32] discussed colimit-dense exten-
sions over a monosieve-complete quasitopos S as base category. Colimit-dense extensions
seem too restrictive for a more general base category; we replace them by quotient-dense
extensions [33] which have almost all basic properties established in the literature for other
types of dense extensions.

The existence of at least three different meanings for "dense extension" calls for a general
theory of dense extensions, completions and hulls. This paper develop such a theory for
an arbitrary concrete category A, based on a factorization structure for sinks in the base
category S. Sections 1 through 3 present the general theory, with factorization structures
reviewed in Section 1, E-dense extensions and completions studied in Section 2, and hulls
discussed in Section 3. Section 4 deals with cartesian closed completions and hulls, and
Section 5 with completions and hulls with partial morphisms represented. Section 6 deals
with quasitopos completions and hulls, and with initial lifts for finite sources. We show
that most results obtained in the literature for dense completions of some kind remain
valid in our theory, but some results in Sections 4-6 have to be restricted to quotient-dense
completions.

For every reasonable meaning of the word "dense", there is a largest dense completion
of a concrete category A, a terminal object in the category of dense extensions of A,
and completions of A can only be as complete as this largest completion. Thus dense
completions are in general not topological; we can only expect them to be E-cotopological
for a collection E of sinks in S, i.e. to admit final lifts for E-dense sinks (defined in



2.1). This raises the problem of existence of initial lifts for sources in dense completions.
We discuss this for finite sources in 6.6; very little is known about the general situation.

Unlike some authors, we do not require that concrete categories have small fibres over
the base category. Small fibres can be important; thus we obtain in Section 3 a criterion for
hulls to be small-fibred. This result includes and generalizes all criteria for fibre-smallness
of hulls which the author has seen in the literature.

Our terminology follows mostly [7] and [32].

1. Factorizations of sinks

1.1. Sinks. We define a sink for a functor G : X —• Y, with codomain an object E
of Y, or simply a G-sink at E, as a class of pairs (X,u) with X an object of X and
u : GX —• E in Y. A sink for a functor Id S will be called a sink in S. Except for an
empty sink with no pairs (X,u), the pairs (X,u) in a sink determine its codomain.

Sinks thus defined are structured sinks as defined dually to [7] 17.1. For sinks in a
category S, classes of pairs (X, u) with u : X —• E in S may be replaced by classes of
morphisms of S with codomain E.

We denote by / $ the composition of a sink $ at an object E of Y and a morphism
f : E -+ E' of Y; this is the sink at E1 consisting of all pairs (X, fu) with (X, u) in $ .

1.2. Sink factorization structures. Throughout this paper, categories will be
concrete categories (A,P) over a fixed base category S, with a faithful and amnestic
forgetful functor P. For a collection E of sinks in S and a class M of morphisms of S, both
closed under composition with isomorphisms in S, we say that S has (E,M)-factorizations,
or that S is an (E,M)- category, if the following conditions are satisfied.

(1) Every sink $ in S factors $ = m$' with $' in E and m € M.
(2) If 5$ = rait for sinks $ and $ in S and morphisms m and g of S, with $ in E

and ra € M, then g = mt and \P = t$ for a unique morphism t of S.
(3) M consists of monomorphisms of S.

1.3. Discussion. With our definition of sinks as classes, and not as families indexed
by classes as in [7], the proof of the dual of [7] 15.4 is not valid. We do not know whether
M must consist of monomorphisms of S if E and M satisfy 1.2.(1) and 1.2.(2), but we
note the following result.

Proposition. If E and M satisfy 1.2.(1) and 1.2.(2), then the following are equivalent.
(i) M consists of monomorphisms of S.
(ii) Every morphism f of S factors f = me in S, with {e} in E and m £ M.
(iii) {idjs} is in E for every object E of S.

PROOF. If {/} = m$ with m monomorphic, then $ is a singleton; thus (i)=^(ii).
If we factor id# = me by (ii), then it follows easily from 1.2.(2) that e and m are inverse
isomorphisms; thus (ii)=^(iii). If ma = mi in S with m in M, then we can factor



m{a,b} = raa{id£} for the common domain E of a and b. If {id#} is in E, then
{a,6} = {t} for a morphism t with mt = ma. Thus a = 6, and (iii)=>(i).

1.4. Examples and remarks. Every category S is an (E,M)-category for E con-
sisting of all sinks in S and M the class of all isomorphisms of S.

Topological categories over sets are (E,3Vt)- categories for E the collection of all final
sinks and 3VC the class of all bijective morphisms, for E the collection of all episinks and
M the class of all embeddings, and also for E the collection of all quotient sinks and M
the class of all monomorphisms.

For an (E,3Vt)-category structure of S, the collection E is determined by JVC; it con-
sists of all sinks $ which satisfy 1.2.(2) for all factorizations g$ = ra\I> with m G M.
A composition 5$ factors 5$ = m* with m in M iff \P consists of morphisms hu of B ,
one for every u in $ , such that gu = mhu in S. If mi = g in this situation, then hu = tu
for every u in $ , and ^ = t$. It follows easily that for sinks $ and $' at an object of
S, with $ in E and $ C $ ' , the sink $' always is in E. We also note that E is the
class of all sinks $ S such that m is an isomorphism for every factorization $ = ra$'
with ra in M, and M consists of all monomorphisms m of S such that every commutative
square mf = ge with {e} in E has a diagonal. All isomorphisms of S are in M, and 3Vt
is pullback-stable. If mm! is defined in S with m G M, then mm! 6 M iff m' G M,

1.5. Before discussing standard choices for E and M, we extend the dual of [7] 15.7.

Proposition. If S is an (E,3Vf)- category, then the following are logically equivalent.
(i) E consists of episinks.
(ii) S has equalizers, and all strong monomorphisms of S are in M.
(iii) S has equalizers, and all equalizers in S are in M.

PROOF. For parallel morphisms a and b in S, consider the sink $ of all / in S with
af = 6/, and factor it $ = m$' , with m in M and $' in E. If $' is an episink, then
am = 6m, and m is an equalizer of a and 6. Now factor a strong monomorphism m as
m = ra'e, with m; in M and {e} in E. If e is epimorphic, then e is isomorphic, and
m € M follows. Thus (i)=^(ii).

(ii)=>(iii) trivially, and (iii)=>(i) dually to the proof of [7] 15.7.

1.6. Quotient sinks. We recall from [32] 63.1 that a sink $ in a category S is called
a quotient sink if for a factorization g$ = m^f with m a monomorphism and ^ a sink,
the morphism g always factors g = mt for a (unique) morphism t of S. It follows that
also * = t$. The induced sink of a colimit cone in S is always a quotient sink, and it is
easily seen that every quotient sink in S is an episink if S has equalizers. We also note the
following result.

Proposition. If S is an (E,M)-category, then every quotient sink in S is in E, and
E is the class of all quotient sinks in S if and only if M is the class of all monomorphisms
ofS.



PROOF. Quotient sinks have the factorization property 1.2.(2) for all monomorphisms.
Thus they are in E, and every sink in E is a quotient sink if M consists of all monomor-
phisms of S. Conversely, factor a monomorphism m as m = m'e with {e} in E and m'
in M. If E is the class of all quotient sinks, then m! = mt and te = id for a morphism t,
with t monomorphic since ml is monomorphic. But then e is an isomorphism, and m 6 M.

1.7. Episinks. We note the following result.

Proposition, If S is an (E,M)-category, then E is the collection of all episinks of S
if and only if S has equalizers and M is the class of all strong monomorphisms of S.

If S is balanced, with every monomorphism strong, it follows that every episink in S
is a quotient sink.

PROOF. If E consists of all episinks, then S has equalizers, and all strong monomor-
phisms of S are in M, by 1.5. If m € M and ge = mh in S with e epimorphic, then
g = mt and / = te for a morphism t; thus m is a strong monomorphism. Conversely, if M
is the class of strong monomorphisms and S has equalizers, then E consists of episinks.
If an episink $ factors $ = m$' , then m is an epimorphism. If m is also a strong
monomorphism, then m is an isomorphism; thus every episink is in E.

1.8. Properties of (E,M)-categories. The duals of all results of [7] Section 15, are
valid for an (E,M)-category S. In particular, S has all possible pullbacks of morphisms
in M and intersections for all sinks of morphisms in M, and these pullbacks and intersec-
tions are again in M. Also, if D and D\ are diagrams in S with limit cones A : L —• D
and Ai : L\ -» D\, and if \i : D —• D\ is a morphism of diagrams with all components
in 3Vt, then the unique morphism m with Aim = fi\ is also in 3Vt. In particular, products
mi x rrt2 of morphisms in M are always in M.

If S is an (E,M)-category and A an object of S, then we have a slice category S/A
with a domain functor DA : S/A —• S. If E/A consists of all sinks $ in S/A with DA$
in E, and J^A of all morphisms m of S/A with D>im in M, then S/A clearly is an
(EA,MA)-category. We note that a pullback functor /* : S/B -> S/A, for / : A -+ B
in S, always maps M B into

1.9. The following result applies in particular to classes M and Mi consisting of
all isomorphisms, or all strong monomorphisms, or all monomorphisms. These classes are
preserved by every right adjoint functor.

Proposition. Let S bean (E,M)-category and T an (Ei, Mi)-category. If F—\G :
S -+ T, then G maps M into Mi if and only if F maps Ei into E.

PROOF. For m e M and $ in Ei , we have a commutative square g • F$ = m$ in
S iff we have an adjoint commutative square g$ = Gm • $ in T. One of the squares has
a diagonal iff the other square has one, and these diagonals are adjoint morphisms. The
Proposition follows immediately.



2. Dense extensions and completions

2.1. Dense sinks and sieves. We consider from now on a fixed concrete category
(A, P) over the base category S, and concrete full embeddings G : (A, P) -* (B, Q) over S.
We assume that the base category S has (E,M)-factorizations, for a collection E of sinks
in S and a class JVC of morphisms of S, satisfying the conditions of 1.2. Concrete categories
over S will have faithful and amnestic forgetful functors, but we do not assume that fibres
for forgetful functors are small.

For a concrete functor H : (B,Q) —• (C,12), every #-sink $ at an object C of C has
an underlying sink in S, at RC. We say that $ is E-dense if this underlying sink is in E.

P-sieves ([31], [32] 59.2) are special P-sinks $ , with {B\vf) always in $ for a pair
(B,v) in $ and / : B' -+ B in B . Pairs X = ( |X|,$x) with \X\ an object of S
and &x a P-sieve at \X\ are the objects of a category ACT of P-sieves. Morphisms
/ : (£ ,$) -+ ( JF ,¥) in Acr are morphisms / : E -> F of S with / $ C * . With these
morphisms, Acr is a topological category over S, a largest finally dense full extension of A.
We denote by Acd the full subcategory of ACT with E-dense P-sieves as its objects.

2.2. E-dense extensions and E-cotopological categories. If a concrete full
embedding G : (A,P) —•• (B,Q) is given, then we say that an object B of B is E-dense
over A if B has the final structure in B for an E-dense G-sink at B. In particular, every
object GA of B is E-dense. We say that G, or by abus de langage (B,Q), is an E-dense
extension of (A,P) if every object of B is E-dense over A. We say that G or (B,Q) is
an E-cotopological completion of (A,P) if G is E-dense and (B,Q) is E- cotopological,
i.e. if every E-dense Q-sink has a final lift in B .

E-dense extensions G : (A,P) —• (B,Q) of (A,S) are the objects of a category, with
full concrete embeddings / satisfying IG = H as morphisms / : G —• H. We note that
Id A is an initial object of this category.

For E the collection of all sinks, we get finally dense extensions, and E-cotopological
categories are topological categories. For E the collection of all episinks or all quotient sinks,
we get epidense and quotient-dense extensions, and E-cotopological categories are dual to
M-topological categories for M the collections of all monosinks and all strong monosinks
respectively. For E all quotient sinks and M all monomorphisms, E-cotopological cate-
gories and completions will be called quotient-topologicaL

We note the following useful result without proof.

Proposition. Every E-cotopological category (B,Q) ias (Eft,M&)-factorizations,
where E B consists of all E-dense final sinks in B, and M B of all morphisms m : B -» Bf

in B with m in M.

2.3. Proposition ([7] 10.71). For E-dense extensions G : (A,P) -> (B,<?) and
H : (A,P) -+ (C,iZ), every morphism I: G -+ H preserves initial lifts of sources.

PROOF. If objects Bi of B and morphisms ft : E —• QB{ define a source for Q with
initial lift B in B , then g : C -> IB in C, for g : RC -• E in S, iff gu : HA -> IB for



every u : HA —• C in C. This is the case iff gu : GA —> B in B for every such w, hence
iff S\9U : <2^ —* 2?t- in B for every u and every /t-, hence iff* figu : HA -+ 7J?i in C for
every ti and every /,-, hence iff /t-# : C —• 7i?t in C for every /,-. Thus IB is an initial lift
in C for the source of morphisms / , : £ — • RIB{ .

2.4. Theorem. For a morphism I : G —• H of E-dense extensions of (A,P) ,
with if : (A,P) -+ (C,#) an E-cotopological completion and G : (A,P) -+ (B,Q), t ie
folio wing are equivalent.

(i) <7 is an E-cotopological completion of (A,P).
(ii) The functor / has a ieft-inverse concrete ieft adjoint J.
(iii) The functor I creates initial lifts, i.e. a source of objects B{ of B and morphisms

fi'.E-* QB{ of S has an initial lift in B , preserved by I, if the source of objects IB{ of
C and morphisms /t- : 2? —• RIB{ has an initial lift in C.

PROOF. For an object C of C, the Q-sink E of pairs (GA,u) with u : HA -* C in
C is a final E-dense sink. If (i) holds, let JC be the final lift of this sink in B. Then
/ : JC -* B in B , for / : RC -+ QB in S, iff fu : GA -> B in B for every pair (A,u)
in S, hence iff fu: HA-* IB for every (Ayu) in S, and thus iff / : C -> 7J5 in C. Thus
objects JC define a concrete left adjoint J of / , with J left inverse to / because / is a
full embedding and Q amnestic.

If morphisms fi : E —» RIB{ have an initial lift C in C, and if (ii) is valid, then
fi : JC —• 2?t; we claim that JC is an initial lift for this source. If g : QX —• E in S with
/i<7 : X —• Bi in B for every fi, then also /t-<7 : IX —• 75t- in C for every /t-, and thus
g : IX -> C in C. But then 5 : X -> JC in B since J7X = X.

For an E-dense sink S of objects i?,- of B and morphisms /,- : QBi —• E in S, consider
the source E; of all pairs (uyB) with u : JB —» Q2? in S and ufi : i?t- —• B in B for each
(£,-,/,-) in S, and the sink S" of pairs (B'^v) with v : QB1 -> £ and wv : JB' -• B for
every pair (u,B) in E7. Then E/; is an E-dense sink containing S; let C be its final lift
in C. If g : RX —• E in S with tz</ : X —• IB in C for every pair (u^B) in E', then
(GA,gx) is in Sr ', and gx : J A -* C in C, for every x : HA —• X in C, with A an
object of A. But then g : X —> C in C; thus C is an initial lift for the source of morphism
u: E -> RIB with (u,B) in E'. An initial lift of E' in B is clearly a final lift for E; thus

2.5. The Antoine functor. For an object A of A, we denote by YA =
the Antoine sieve with (X,u) € TA iff u : X —> A in A. The sieve TA is E-dense since
(A,idp>t) € TA. Antoine sieves clearly define a concrete functor Y : A -+ Acd, an E-dense
embedding since (Ayu) € $ for a P-sieve (£ ,$) iff u : YA -» (£ ,$) in ACT, and (£ ,$ )
has the final structure in Acr for these morphisms.

Theorem. The Antoine functor Y : A —* Acd is an E- cotopological completion, and
a terminal object in the category of E-dense extensions of (A,P).

PROOF. For an E-dense sink of morphisms /,- : Ei —• E of S and E-dense P-sieves
(£•,-,${), it is easily seen that the final lift (22, $) in Acr, consisting of all pairs of the



form (Ajfiu) for soirlfe /», with (A>u) e $,, is E-dense. Thus Y is an E-cotopological
completion. For an E^dense extension G : (A,P) -> (B,Q) and a full concrete embedding
/ : B -* Acd with IG?= Y, and for u :PA-+ QB in S, we have *

(1) (A, it) ilB <̂ =* ' " « : YA -> IB <=> u:GA-+ B.

This determines I uniquely, with each IB E- dense since G is E-dense, and (1) clearly
defines a morphism I : G -+ Y for every E-dense extension G of (A,P).

2.6. If G : (A,!5) —• (B,£J) is an E-'dense extension, with IG *=Y for a concrete
full embedding I : d —• Acd , then every source of objects 5 , of B and morphisms
fi'.E-* QB{ of S infuces a source of objects IBi of Acd and morphisms /,- : E.-rt. \IB%\
of S. We note the following result.

f - •• * :•. • • . - •••-•- : v • "''•

Proposition. IffG : (A,P) —• (B,Q) is an ̂ E-cotopological completion, then the
following are equivaleht for a source of objects B{ of B and morphisms fi : JET'-* QB{
i n S . |-. t ., •/•." >:.

(i) The source ha^a lift in B . =•-•;. 4>

(ii) The source ha& an initial lift in IZ. / % ;!
(iii) The induced ̂ purce of morphisms fiiE—> \IBi\ has a lift in Acd- „•>> .£$
(iv) The induced source has an initial'lift in Acd. 6̂ > ^̂

PROOF. If morphilsms /,- : B -+ JB,- form a lift of the given source, then consider the
P-sieve of all morphijtas u : PA —• £ of S with /,ti : GA -+ 5,- in B for every ft. This
sieve includes all mormisms u : GA —• i? of B; thus it is E-dense. If Bo is â finpl Mt in B
for this sieve and g : QB' —> J51 satisfies / ^ : Bf -+ Bi for every / i , theit /i|ftf;"^^4 —* 5i
for every fi and ever^w : GA -+ J9'. But then ^w : GA —• BQ for every w : G ^ H ^ ' ) an(*
g : B* -+ Bo follows. ®ius Bo is the desired initial lift, and (i)=^(ii). " '*! ' " /

(ii)=^(iv) because the functor / preserves initial lifts, and (iv)=>(iii) trivially.
If X is a lift of the induced source, with / ; : X -* IBi in Acd for each fi, then

fi : J X —• 5t- for each / t , for the concrete left adjoint J of / ; thus (iii)=^(i).

2.7. Concrete rnonomorphisms, epimorphisms and colimits. All limits ip. ACT

are concrete, i.e. preserved by the forgetful functor to S. Limits in Acd are corrections
of limits in ACT, hence not necessarily concrete. Concrete limits in an" J^cotopological
completion B of A ape initial lifts of sources, and thus preserved and created by the full
concrete embedding BpW Acd. * ; ' ,

Monomorphisms iicr an E-cotopological category B are reflected, tmt not necessarily
preserved, by the faitpful forgetful functor of B. The dual of the category of H&usdorff
spaces is an example fc|r this; see 5.2. We say that a monomorphism preserved by the forget-
ful functor is concrete; fee 3.6 and 6.6 for related discussion. If B is an E-dense completion
of A, then the concrete full embedding B —• Acd preserves and reflects monomorphisms
and concrete monomorphisms. !

For epimorphisms and colimits, we have the following result. '



Proposition. If (B,Q) is an JZ-cotopolqgical category, then the forgetful functor Q
of B preserves and reflects epimorphisms, and Q preserves and lifts colimits.

PROOF. The faithful functor Q reflects monomorphisms and epimorphisms. If e :
B —• C is an epimorphism of B and ae = be in S, then we can factor a = ma, 6 = m/3,
with a and /? forming a Q-sink. This sink has a final lift C\ in B , and ae = (3e in B for
the lifted morphisms &,/3 : C —• C\. But then a = /?, and e is epimorphic in S.

If D is a diagram in B with a colimit cone T : D -+ B, factor r = ma in S, with m
in Jvt and a a sink iii E. Then a has a final lift X to a cone a : D -» X in B , with
m : X —• B in B , and with a = sr for a morphism s : B —> X. But then ms = id# in B,
and m is an isomorphism of S. Thus the underlying sink of r is in E. If A : QD —• E is
a cone in S, factor A = mp with m monomorphic and /> a quotient cone. Then p can be
lifted to B , and thus p = rr for a morphism r, with A = mr-Qr. If also A = g -QT, then
g = rns for a unique kiorphism s of S, with s*Qr = p since m is monomorphic. But then
5 = r , and <7 = rar. Thus Qr is a colimit cone in S.

Conversely, if the diagram QD in S has a colimit cone a : QD —• E in S and we
factor the underlying sink of a as ma1 with a' in E, then a1 is a cone with domain QJD.
Thus a1 = t<r for a morphism t of S, with m* = id#. Now m is an isomorphism, and the
underlying sink of a is in E. But then a has a final lift to a cone a : D —* J5 in B, and
this final lift is clearly a colimit cone of D in B .

2.8. E-dense full sieves. We denote by Q,E the full P-sieve at an object E of S,
consisting of all pairs (A, u) with A an object of A and u : PA —• E in S. Full P-sieves
need not be E-dense; we note however that if there is an E-dense P-sieve $ at an object E
of E, then every P-sieve at E coarser than $ , and in particular £IE, is E-dense. This is
the case for every object PA of S.

The following resiilt shows that there is no essential loss of generality if we assume that
all P-sieves Q>E are E-dense.

Proposition. Objects EofS with an E-dense P-sieve at E define an M-coreflective
full subcategory Sd of S, with objects including all objects PA for objects A of A,

PROOF. If m : (£ ' ,$ ' ) -> (E,Q.E) is a coreflection for Acd , then clearly $' =
and we claim that m : Ef —• E is a coreflection for Sd. l$g : F —• E in S, then we have
a factorization gv = mv1 for every pair (A,t>) in Q F . If ftp is E-dense, it follows that
g = mg' for a (unique) morphism gf : F —> Ef.

2.9. We consider an E-cotopological extension G : A -+ B over S, and we denote
by B d the full subcategory of B with objects C which have the final structure in B for
an E- dense sink of mbrphisms u : GA —• C in B . Thus we have a commutative diagram

A"1

(1) J *
B



of concrete categories and concrete full embeddings over S with HG\ = G and IG\ = Y,
and with IC = (\C\yTC) for an object C of B d , for the P-sieve TC of all pairs (A,u)
with A an object of A- and u : GA -> C in B .

Theorem. If G : A -* B is a E - cotopological extension, then the category Bd in (1)
is an E- cotopological completion of A, and an M-corefiective subcategory of B.

PROOF. The subcategory B d of B is clearly closed under final lifts of E-dense sinks
in B . For an object B of B , factor the sieve of all morphisms u : GA —• B in B as
HB ' $J9? w ^h $B an E-dense sieve and /ig in M. Let KB be the final lift for $# in B ,
hence in B d ; then JIB f'KB -» B in B . An object C of B d has the final structure for the
E- dense sieve TC of morphisms v : GA - > C o f B . If / : C -» I? in B , then we have a
commutative square / • TC = /XB • * of sieves and morphisms, with * contained in $ £ .
Now $ = g • FC and*/ = JIB • 0 *n S for a unique morphism 5. Since C hcis the final
structure for FC, we have g : C -» iifjB in B d . Thus /XB is the desired coreflection.

2.10. Special case: constructs with constant maps. Concrete categories over
sets have also been called constructs. We say that a construct (A,P) has constant maps
([31]) if for objects A^B of A, every mapping / : PA —• PB with its range f~*(PA)
empty or a singleton lifts to a map / : A —• A! in A. This means that A has exactly
one empty object, and?for every singleton S exactly one object A with PA = 5 , and that
these objects are both^discrete and coarse.

For sets with the (fcpisink, injective mapping) factorization of sinks, and for a construct
A with constant mapsf Acd is topological over sets, with exactly one object over a singleton,
but with two empty objects (0,$), one with an empty sieve $ and one with a full sieve $ .
If we remove the object (0,$) with an empty sieve $ from A c d , we obtain a full bireflective
topological subcategory of Ac d . This subcategory, the category Ac of [31], has constant
maps, and the reflector Acr —• Ac preserves finite limits.

3. E-cotopological hulls

3.1. Definition/ By 2.5, every E-dense extension of (A,P) over S is concretely
isomorphic to a full siifocategory B of Ac d , containing all objects YA for objects A of A.
If we restrict ourselvestto full subcategories of A c d , then morphisms / : G —• H of E-dense
extensions become fu#subcategory embeddings. If G is a class of E-dense P-sieves, then
a smallest E-cotopolbgical completion of (A,P) with Q contained in its class of objects is
called an E-cotopological hull of e in Acd .

We show easily that E-cotopological hulls in this sense always exist, and we discuss
fibre-smallness for thele completions.

3.2. Theorem. For a concrete category A over an (E, M) - category S, every collection
C of E-dense P-sieves has an E-cotopological hull. If every object YA of Acd is an initial



lift of a source of morphisms / t : YA —> X, in Acd with every X{ in G, then the objects of
this hull are all initial lifts of sources fi:E-+ \X{\ in Acd, with each X{ in G.

PROOF. By 2.4 and 2.6, E-cotopological completions of A are E-dense extensions
which, regarded as full subcategories of Acd, are closed under initial lifts of sources. Inter-
sections preserve this property; thus every class G of E-dense P-sieves has an E-cotopo-
logical hull. The collection of all objects X of Acd with the initial structure for a source
of morphisms /t- : X —• X{ of Acd, with each X{ in 6, consists of objects of the
E-cotopological hull and is closed under initial lifts of sources. Thus it is the class of
all objects of the E-cotopological hull of G if it contains all objects YA.

3*3. Corollary* Every concrete category A over an (E,3Vt)-category S has an
E - cotopological h ull.

PROOF. This follows immediately from 3.2, with 6 the collection of all objects YA for
objects A of A.

3.4. Fibres. We recall that the fibre of an object E of S, in a concrete category
B over S, is the subcategory of all objects X of B with underlying object |X| = 22, with
morphisms id# : X —• X1. It is sometimes considered desirable that concrete categories
should have small fibres. We investigate this property for E-cotopological hulls.

We assume that every object YA of Acd admits an intial source of morphisms /t- :
YA —• Xi, with each X{ in Q. This is obviously no essential loss of generality.

For pairs (A,u) and (2?,v), with A and B objects of A and with u : PA —• E and
v : PB —• E in S for an object E of S, we put (B,v) -<e (A,u) if for every pair (/,X)
with X in 6 and / : E -> \X\ in S, and with fu : YA -> X in Acd , we also have
fv : YB --* X in Acd . This clearly defines a preorder -<Q.

For a fixed pair (A,u) with u : PA —• E in S, the pairs (B,v) with (B,v) -<e (A,u)
clearly form a P-sieve (2?, $ ) . This sieve has the initial structure in ACT for the morphisms
/ : E -> |X| in S with X in G and fu : YA -+ X in ACT, but it need not be E-dense.

We put (A,u) ~Eye (A',ur) if (A,u) <e (A',uf) and (A\u') -<e (A,u)y with u :
PA —y E and v! : PA! —• 2£. This obviously defines an equivalence relation, with (A,u)
~JS,e (A',u') iff the 2?̂  sieve (22, $) constructed in the preceding paragraph is the same for
(A, u) and for (A', w;).

3.5. Proposition. If the collection of equivalence classes for the relation ~E,e is
small for every object E of S, then the E-cotopological hull of G in Acd has small fibres.
Conversely, if S is well-powered for monomorphisms in M and tie E-cotopological hull of
G in Acd has small fibres, then the collection of equivalence classes for ~E,e is small for
every object E of S.

PROOF. For every object (22, $) of the E-cotopological hull, the P-sieve $ is a union
of equivalence classes for ~Ere- If the collection of equivalence classes is small, it follows
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that the collection of their unions, and hence the fibre of E in the E-cotopological hull,
is small.

Conversely, the equivalence classes for ~E,e correspond bijectively to the P- sieves
(£ ,$) constructed in 3.4. If S is well-powered for monomorphism in M, then there is a
set-indexed family of morphism mt- : E{ -+ E in M such that for every P- sieve (E,$)
of this kind there is a coarse morphism m; : (£»,$«) -• ( £ ,$ ) , with (2?t,$t) E-dense
and hence in the E-cotopological hull of 6. If this E-cotopological hull has small fibres,
it follows that the collection of sieves (E, $) is small.

3.6. Remarks. The results of Sections 2 and 3 are valid in particular for finally dense
extensions, with E the collection of all sinks in S. For this case, Theorem 2.4 shows that
E-cotopological completions are topological categories, with initial lifts for all sources, and
with forgetful functors preserving and lifting monomorphisms and strong monomorphisms,
as well as all limits and colimits. Thus the forgetful functor of a completion C preserves
all limits and colimits. If D is a diagram in C for which the underlying diagram has a
limit in S, then the initial lift of the source induced by the limit cone is a limit of D in C,
and colimits in C are obtained dually.

These properties remain valid for colimits in an E-cotopological completion B of A
if full P- sieves are E-dense, but limits of a diagram D in B are preserved and lifted by
the forgetful functor of B only if the source induced by a limit cone of D in S has a lift
in Acd. By 2.6, E-cotopological completions admit initial lifts only for those sources which
admit a lift in Acd .

We observe that Collections 6 of E-dense P-sieves can be replaced by collections
of P-sieves, since eveity coreflection for Acd in Acr is a coarse monomorphism in ACT.
Theorem 3.2 then characterizes the E-cotopological hull of the Acd-coreflections of the
P-sieves in C. If E is the collection of all sinks in S, then the hull of C in ACT, for a class
e of P-sieves, has sitfall fibres iff the collection of equivalence classes is small for every
equivalence relation ~j£te> by 3.5 with M the class of all isomorphisms of S. Every known
criterion for fibre smallness of topological or E-cotopological hulls follows directly from 3.5
and these observations.

4. Cartesian closed completions and hulls

4.1. Definitions. We say that a concrete category (B,Q) has concrete finite products
if B has finite products, and the functor Q preserves them. A coarse object of (B,Q) is
an object C of B tonwhich every morphism / : QB -• QC of S lifts to / : B -» C
in B. Coarse objects dtefine couniversal morphisms for the forgetful functor Q; we say that
(B,Q) has coarse objects if Q has a right adjoint. The category ACT always has coarse
objects (5,fts) with &$ the full P-sieve of all pairs (A,u) with A an object of A and
u : PA —• 5 in S, andv>Acr has concrete finite products if S has finite products. Concrete
finite products, and more generally all concrete limits, are initial lifts of sources, and thus
preserved by E-dense extensions, by 2.3. We note the following result.
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Proposition. The base category S is cartesian closed if and only if there is a cartesian
closed concrete category (B,Q) over S with coarse objects and concrete finite products.

PROOF. If S is cartesian closed, then ACT is cartesian closed by [32], 60.2. The
converse follows immediately from the main result of [15], since coarse objects provide a
full embedding of S into B , right adjoint to the product preserving forgetful functor Q.

4.2. Standard assumptions. In view of 4.1, we assume in this Section that S is
cartesian closed. We must also assume the following equivalent conditions.

(i) JVC is preserved by all functors [S,—].
(ii) All product functors — x 5 preserve E.
(iii) All pullback functors p* for projections of products S x S" in S preserve E.

This is automatically satisfied by the three main examples for M: isomorphisms, strong
monomorphisms and all monomorphisms.

Theorem. Let S satisfy the assumptions stated above. If B is an "E-cotopological
cartesian closed full extension of A with concrete finite products, and if finite products of
objects GA in B are E- dense, then the category Bd of 2.9 is closed under finite products
in B , and cartesian closed. In this situation, function space objects [Y,Z] in B d , for
objects Y and Z of B d , are given by coreflections (j,yfz • [Y,Z] —* ZY of function space
objects ZY in B , with evy,z(v>Y,Z X idy) an evaluation in B d for an evaluation evyyz in
& and the coreflection

PROOF. For objects X and Y of B d , we have pullback squares

GAxGB u X idg£> XxGB -JU GB

IidGj4 x v [id* xw \v

GAxY " X i d y . XxY

GA

with projections p and q of products and with morphisms u and v forming E-dense sinks,
with final lifts X and Y. If B is cartesian closed, then morphisms u x idGB form an
E-dense sink in B with final lift X x GB, by 1.9 for S = T = B. In the same way, the
sink of morphisms idx x v is E-dense, with final lift 1 x 7 . Since objects GA x GB are
in B d , it follows that X X Y is an object of B d .

Now B d is a full coreflective subcategory of a cartesian closed category B , closed under
products X x y in B . It is well known that Bd is cartesian closed in this situation, with
coreflections of function space objects in B d as function space objects. These coreflections
are concrete monomorphisms /ly^ by 2.9, with fiyyz <p exponentially adjoint to <p : X xY —>
Z in B if <p is exponentially adjoint to ^ in B d . Using this for <p = id[yt7], we get the
last part of the Theorem.
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4.3. Proposition. Under the standard assumptions of 4.2 for S, the following state-
ments are logically equivalent.

(i) Acd has concrete finite products of objects YA.
(ii) Acd has concrete finite products.
(iii) Every E - cotopological completion of A has concrete finite products.
(iv) For some Hi-dense extension G : A -» B of A, finite products of objects GA in

B are concrete.
If these properties are satisfied, then Acd is cartesian closed.

PROOF. If (i) holds, then Acd is cartesian closed, and (ii) is valid, by 4.2. Also (ii) = >
(iii) by 2.6, and (iii) *=> (iv) trivially. Finally, (iv) = * (i) by 2.3.

4.4. Theorem. If S satisfies the standard assumptions of 4.2 and finite products
of P-sieves YA in ACT are E-dense, then the following conditions are equivalent for an
E-cotopological completion (B,Q) of (A,P) .

(i) B is cartesian closed, with function space objects preserved up to isomorphism by
the full concrete embedding I: B —• A c d .

(ii) Every product functor — x C in B preserves final lifts of E- dense sinks.
(iii) The concrete left adjoint J : Acd —• B of the full concrete embedding I: B —• Acd

preserves products X x Y.

PROOF. If B has the final structure for an E-dense sink of morphisms ui : B{ —• B
in B and (i) holds, then Q preserves products, and the morphisms U{ x idc form an
E-dense sink. Now consider <p : QB x QC —• QX with <p • (wt- x idc) • B{ x C —• X in B
for every U{. Let ^t • B% -+ [C>-^] be exponentially adjoint to tp • (u{ x idc) in B , and let
(p# : QB -» QX®C b4 exponentially adjoint to <p in S. We have commutative diagrams

^ QB

r
Q[C,X]

in S, one for each wt-. It follows that (p* factors iictx<P> W1^ Vui = ^t : B% ~+ [C,X]
in B . But then <p : B—+ [C,X] in B , exponentially adjoint to <p : B x C -» X , and (ii)
holds.

Every object X of Acd has the final structure for an E-dense sink of morphisms
U{ : IBi —• X , and then JX has the final structure for the morphisms U{ : B{ —• «7X.
By (ii) for A c d , X xJC has the final structure for the morphisms U{ x idc which form
an E-dense sink, and so J(X x IC) has the final structure for the morphisms U{ x idc
with domains B{ x C. If (ii) is valid for B , then JX x C has the final structure in B
for this sink; thus J(X x IC) = J I x C . Now if an object Y of Acd has the final
structure for an E-dense sink of morphisms VJ : ICj -» F , then J(X x Y) has the final
structure for morphisms id* x Vj : J(X x ICj) -> J(X x y ) , and J X x JY for morphisms
idx x Vj : J X x Cj —> J X x J F . But these morphisms have the same domains, hence the
same final structure, and (iii) follows.
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The step (iii)=^(i) follows immediately from the main result of [15].
For our next theorem, we need the following two lemmas.

4.5. Lemma. If an 1Z-cotopological completion (B,Q) of (A,P) satisfies the condi-
tions of Theorem 4.4, and an object X of Acd has t ie final structure for an E- dense sink
of morphisms U{ : IB{ —* X, for objects B{ of B , then [X,/C] has the initial structure for
the morphisms [ut-,idc] : [X,IC] -> I[Bi,C] of Ac d , for every object CofB.

P R O O F . Consider <p : \Y\ -+ | [X,/C] | in S, with [ui,idc]<P : Y -> I[Bi,C] in A c d

for each U{. If nxjoV is exponentially adjoint to <p : \Y\ x |X| —• QC in S, then
HlBiJc[u>i,\&c\(P = (S&QCY^VXJCV is exponentially adjoint to <p(idy x «,-). Since 7 x 1
has the final structure for the morphisms idy x U{, it follows that <p :Y x X -+ IC. The
exponential adjoint of this morphism in A c d is Cp : Y —• [X, IC] . Thus [X, /C] has the
claimed initial structure.

4.6. Lemma. For every object Y of A c d , the endofunctor [Y,—] of A c d preserves
initial structures for sources.

P R O O F . Assume that B has the initial structure for morphisms ut- : B —• J9t- of A c d ,
and consider (p : \X\ - • |[y,B]| in S with [idy, w]<p : X -* \Y,B{] in A c d for every u{.
If PY,B$ is the exponential adjoint of <p : \X\ x |Y| -» |JB| , then /xy^lidy, wt]̂ > = ^i^'/^y.jBV'
is the exponential adjoint of unp in S, and it follows that [idy,ut-]<£ is the exponential
adjoint of unp : X xY -» B{ in A c d . But then (p : X x Y —• B in A c d , with exponential
adjoint <£>: X —• [Y, J?].

4.7. Theorem. If S satisfies the standard assumptions of 4.2, and finite products
of P~sieves YA in Acr are E-dense, then every P-sieve YA has the initial structure for
morphisms f : YA —» [Y2?, YC] in Acd

% and the E- cotopological hull of the class of objects
[YJB,YC] of A c d , for objects B and C of A, is cartesian closed.

We note that this E-cotopological hull is the smallest cartesian closed E-cotopological
completion G : (A,P) -> (B,Q) of A for which the full embedding / : B -+ Acd with
IG = Y preserves function space objects [X, Y].

PROOF. Let C be the E-cotopological hull of the Theorem. By assumption, the
terminal object (l,Jli) of Acr is E-dense, and thus a terminal object of Ac d , with the
final structure for an JE- dense sink of morphisms Ui : YA; —• (l ,Qi). By 4.5, every object
[(l,fii),YA] is in C, with the initial structure for the morphisms [w,-,id^]. This proves the
first part of the Theorem since YA is isomorphic to [(l,fii),YA].

Again by 4.5, every function space object [X,YC] is in C. Since a product X x Y in
Acd has the initial structure for its projections, C is closed under finite products in A c d .
Now if Y has the initial structure for morphisms ut-: Y -+ [Y5t-,YCt], then [X, Y] has the
initial structure for the morphisms [idx,t*i] with codomains [X, [YJ5,-,YCt]], by 4.6. These
codomains are isomorphic to the objects [X x Y£?i,YCt] of C, and thus objects of C. But
then [X,Y] is an object of C whenever Y is an object of C, and C is cartesian closed.
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4.8. Quotient-dense completions and hulls. We note two special properties of
quotient-dense cartesian closed completions and hulls.

Theorem. For E the collection of quotient sinks, and if the forgetful functor of Acd

preserves monomorphisms, then the three conditions of 4.4 are aiso equivalent to:
(iv) B is cartesian closed,

and the hull described in 4.7 is the cartesian closed quotient-topological hull of A.

PROOF. 4.4.(i)=^(iv) trivially. For the converse, let H(Y,Z) denote a function space
object in B . Commutative diagrams

B(XxY,Z) - ^ - Acd(IXJ(YxZ) ^L Ac\lX,IY xIZ)

I-
B(X9H(Y,Z)) - i Acd(IXJH(Y,Z)) ^ Ac\lX,[IY,IZ\)

with exponential adjunctions as vertical arrows, define natural maps py,z - IH(YjZ) —•
[IY,IZ] in Ac d , by the general construction of adjoint natural transformations, with
pyiZa : IX -+ \IY,IZ) exponentially adjoint in Acd to a : IX -» IY x IZ if d :
X —• H(Y,Z) is exponentially adjoint to a : I x 7 -> Z in B . Now if pytz& = PY,Z$
with &,/? : X —* IH(YyZ), then the equation remains valid for the morphisms a and /?
from IJX —» IH(Y,Z). But then d and /? from JX to H(Y,Z) are adjoints of the same
morphism JX XY-+Z, and d = J3 follows. Thus py,z is monomorphic in Acd . The
quotient-dense sieve of monomorphisms YA —• [IY,IZ] clearly factors through py,z\ thus
PY,Z is an isomorphism if py,z is monomorphic in S.

The hull C of 4.7 clearly is the smallest cartesian closed quotient-topological completion
C of A for which the full embedding / : C —• Acd preserves function space objects. By (iv),
this is also the cartesian closed quotient-topological hull of A if the forgetful functor of
Acd preserves monomorphisms.

4.9. Remarks. It is easily seen that the objects of the quotient-topological hull of the
class of function spaces [Y1?,YC] are the quotient-dense P-sieves which are power-closed
in the sense of [12]; thus 2.3 becomes Theorem 1.13 of [12] for this case.

If S is the category of sets and A has constant maps (see 2.10) then Acd for the
(epsisink, injective mapping) factorization structure of sets is topological, with a single
structure for every singleton, and the underlying set of a function space object [X, Y] in
Acd is the set Acd(X,T). If we remove the initial object (0,$) with $ empty from Acd ,
we obtain a cartesian closed quotient-topological extension of A which is a topological
category over sets with constant maps. Thus the quotient-topological cartesian closed hull
of A is topological over sets with constant maps.

Similar remarks apply to 5.9 and to quotient-dense quasitopos hulls.
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5. Representing partial morphisms in completions

5.1. Basic definitions and results. We recall that a (strong) partial morphism in a
category C is a span A<^- >B in C with m a strong monomorphism. We call partial
morphisms (m,/) and (m',/ ') equivalent (symbol: ~ ) if m! = mu and / ' = fu for an
isomorphism u of C. For an object 5 of C, we say that a partial morphism (t,u) : B -* B
represents partial morphisms with codomain B if diagrams

9' ) j ^ 5

1- It

A -2-» B

with / = ug' and a pullback square at left, define a bijection between morphisms g : A —• B
and equivalence classes of partial morphisms (m, / ) : A —• B of C, for every object A
of C. It follows easily ([32] 16.3) that u is an isomorphism, and we say that the strong
monomorphism 'OB = tu~l : B —• B represents partial morphisms with codomain B.
We say that C has representable partial morphisms if partial morphisms with codomain
B are represented for every object B of C.

Categories with representable partial morphisms have been called hereditary [19] or
extensionable [29]; we note that "hereditary" often has another meaning. We also note
that C has all possible pullbacks of strong monomorphisms if C has representable partial
morphisms. In the context of the present paper, we have the following basic result.

Proposition (J. PENON). Partial morphisms in ACT are represented if and only if
partial morphisms in S are represented, and then the forgetful functor Acr —» S preserves
representations of partial morphisms.

PROOF. If TE : E —• E# represents partial morphisms in S, then TE : (E, $) —*
$*) represents partial morphisms in A^* if $^ consists of all pairs (A,u) with

u : m*YA -» (JE,*) in ACT, i.e. if (X,uv) € $ for every v : PX -> F in S with
mv : X —• A in A, for a pullback

m

in S; see [32] 60.3. Conversely, if TE : (-E,n£;) —• ( £ # , $ ) represents partial morphisms
in A c r , then it is easily seen that $ = £lE#> a n ( i ^^at TE : E -+ E# represents partial
morphisms in S.

5.2. Embeddings. We recall that an embedding in a concrete category C over S is
an initial lift m : X -+ Y of a strong monomorphism m : |X| -» |Y| of S, and we say that
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C has embeddings if every strong monomorphism ra : E —• \Y\ of S, with Y an object
of C, has an initial lift m : X -* Y in C.

If the forgetful functor C —* S preserves epimorphisms, then embeddings in C are
strong monomorphisms. Conversely, if S has (epi, strong mono) factorizations and C has
embeddings, then all strong monomorphisms in C are embeddings, and pullbacks

Y'

ro'

X1 - ^ X

in C with m : Y —> X an embedding are concrete, i.e. lifted from pullbacks in S, with
ra': y —• X1 an embedding.

HausdorfF spaces are an example of a concrete category over sets with embeddings, but
with epimorphisms not preserved by the forgetful functor. In this example, only closed
embeddings are strong monomorphisms.

We note that Acr always has embeddings, and that Acd has embeddings iff X is
E- dense for every embedding ra : X —• Y in ACT with Y E-dense. We say that Acd is
closed under embeddings in ACT if this is the case.

5.3. Standard assumptions. We assume in this Section that S has representable
partial morphisms, and that the domain X of every embedding ra : X —• YA in ACT is
E-dense. The second assumption is satisfied in particular if A has embeddings. We must
also assume that pullback functors ra*, for strong monomorphisms m in S, preserve E,
or equivalently that the right adjoints of these functors preserve Jvt. This last assumption
is always satisfied for the three main examples: all sinks, episinks and quotient sinks.

Theorem. If the assumptions stated above are satisfied, then partial morphisms in
Acd are represented, Acd is closed under embeddings in ACT, and if Ty : Y —• Y# and
t?y : Y —» Y represent partial morphisms in A01" and in Acd , for an object Y of Acd , then
Ty = vydy with vy a coreflection for Y& in Acd.

PROOF. If ra : {E\m*^) -» (E,$) is an embedding, then consider pullbacks

X JHU (JS',m**)

1-
YA -JU (£,$)

in Acr with (A,w) € $ . The morphisms u in these pullback squares form an E-dense
sink if (E, $) is E-dense, and so do their pullbacks u' by the strong monomorphism ra.
The morphisms ra' : X —• YA in the pullback squares are embeddings, with each object
X E- dense by assumption. But then morphisms u'v : YA' —• m*B with v : YA' -» X in
Acd form an E-dense sink, and (jE;,ra*$) is E-dense.
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Now let ry : Y —> Y # represent partial morphisms in ACT, with coreflection vy :
Y -+ Y& for A c d . Every morphism X —• Y& with X an object of A c d factors uniquely
through vy. In particular, ry factors ry = uydy, with T?y an embedding since ry is one.
If A c d is closed under embeddings in ACT, then partial morphisms X<^~ • -1-+Y in A c d

are partial morphisms in ACT with domain and codomain in A c d . Now in a diagram

m

the righthand square is a pullback; thus the lefthand square is a pullback iff the outer
rectangle is one. The morphism X —• Y^ in the diagram determines / uniquely; it follows
that fly represents partial morphisms in A c d if ry represents partial morphisms in ACT.

5.4. Corollary. If the standard assumptions of 5.3 are satisfied, then every E-co-
topological completion (B,Q) of (A,P) ias embeddings.

P R O O F . Since A c d has embeddings under the assumptions of 5.3, this follows imme-
diately from the fact, proved in 2.3 and 2.4, that the full concrete embedding I: B —• A c d

preserves and creates initial lifts for sources.

5.5. Theorem. If the standard assumptions of 5.3 are satisfied, then the follow-
ing conditions are equivalent for an TZ-cotopological completion G : (A ,P) —• (B,Q)
of.(A,P).

(i) Partial morphisms in B are represented, with representations preserved up to iso-
morphism by the full concrete embedding I: B —• A c d with IG = Y.

(ii) Every pullback functor m* by an embedding m in B preserves final lifts of "E-dense
sinks.

(iii) Tie concrete left adjoint J : A c d —» B of the full concrete embedding functor
I: B —• A c d preserves embeddings.

(iv) For the concrete left adjoint J : A c d —» B of the full concrete embedding functor
I: B —• A c d with IG = Y, and for every object 5 of B , t ie morphism I?/B : B —* JIB
of B is an embedding.

P R O O F . For ( i )=^( i i ) , consider pullback squares

Ui m

2* - ^ 5

for an E- dense sink of morphisms U{ with final lift J9 and an embedding m : C -+ B
in A c d . These pullbacks lift pullbacks in S, and the morphisms Vi form an E- dense sink
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by assumption. For / : \C\ -+ \D\ in S with fvi : d -> D in B for every v,-, pullback
squares

d ^L D \C\ -*-> \D\

mi $D and m

Bi - ^ D \B\ -$-> \D#\

determine morphisms hi : J?t -» D in B and 5 : |i?| —• |-D#| in S uniquely, with vj}h{
= gu{ for each Uj. It follows that g factors g = vpt in S, with h{ = tat- for each wt*. But
then t : B - • JD in A c d . As tm = t?p/ and 1?# is an embedding, we have f : C -> D
in A c d . Thus C has |he final structure for the E-dense sink of morphisms V{.

Now let m : 7 -4 X be an embedding in A c d , with X the final lift in A c d for an
E-dense sink of morphisms ut- : IGAi —• X in A c d . Then JX is the final lift in B for
the E-dense sink of morphisms U{ : GA{ —• JX in B . Pulling back the U{ by m, we get
pullback squares

IBi - ^ Y

1 * 1m

in A c d , with an E-dense sink of morphisms V{ : IBi —• Y in A c d , by (ii) for A c d and 5.4.
Now J preserves final lifts of E-dense sinks; thus JX and JY are the final lifts in B for
E-dense sinks Ui : GAi —• JX and t>,- : 2?t- -^ j y . If Z is the initial lift in B for m
and «7X, then Z is the final lift for the E-dense sink of morphisms Vi : B% —• Z in B if
(ii) is valid for B . But then Z = JY, and B satisfies (iii).

v) trivially, since JIB = B. If (iv) is valid, then we have pullback squares

IB t^lZ IB QB —±^ QB

and djs TQB

in Acd and in S. But then vish = *//#, and h = idj^j follows for X = IB. Thus
idj^i : / J X —* X for this X. As idj^i : X —• J JX in any case, we get IJIB = 7 5 .
Since / preserves embeddings and pullbacks by embeddings, it follows that (i) is valid,
with partial morphisms in B represented by t?j# : B —> JIB.

5.6, For a source of morphisms u^ : X —• Xi in A c d , we have pullback squares

X 1*+ X -2L> X*

(1)
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in Acr if partial morphisms in Acd are represented.

Lemma. If X has the initial structure for the morphisms U{ in pullback squares (1),
then X has the initial structure for the morphisms U{.

PROOF. Consider / : \Y\ -> \X\y with Uif : Y -> % for every u{. We have pullback
squares

n lCLlvi

1*1
m h? x \Tx

\Y\ -* - 1*1 -i3U \X\*
in S, and it follows with (1) that we have pullbacks

m

Xi

in Acd for every wt-, with m : Z —• Y an embedding. But then ^ : Z -^ X in Acd , and it
follows that / : Y —• X in Acd , corresponding to the partial morphism Y^-Z-^X.

5.7, Lemma ([!])• If Âe standard assumptions of 5.3 are satisfied, then for every
object Y of Acd , the object Y of Acd has the initial structure for a morphism zy :Y —• Y
of A c d , with

PROOF. The morphism zy is constructed by the pullback square at left in (1).

Y i d y) Y Y i d y) Y i d y) Y

Uydy Uy Uy Uy$Y Idy.

f Zy) Y Y ^) f Zy' > Y

(1)

The pullbacks at right show that then
Now let Z be the initial lift of \Y\ for zy with codomain Y. Then t?y : Y -• Z is

a strong monomorphism in Acd since 2ry^y = idy. The partial morphism (tfy,idy) is
represented in S by Vy : \Z\ —• |Y|# , and thus (i?y,idy) : Z —• Y is represented in Acd

by id : Z -+ Y. It follows that Z = Y, as claimed.

5.8. Theorem. Under the standard assumptions of 5.3, the E- cotopological hull of all
objects YA in Acd — wiich includes all objects YA — Aas partial morphisms represented.

We note that this E-cotopological hull is the smallest E-cotopological completion
G : (A,P) -> (B,Q) of A with representations of partial morphisms for which the full
embedding / : B —• Acd with IG = Y preserves these representations.
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PROOF. Let C be this E-cotopological hull. If X has the initial structure in Acd for
morphisms U{ : X -» YAt, then by 5.6 and 5.7, the object X has the initial structure for
the morphisms 2*5tit, with Y{ = YA{ and with U{ constructed in 5.6. Thus C has partial
morphisms represented, with representations inherited from Acd.

5.9, The quotient-topological case. We note two additional results for this case.

Theorem. Let S be a (quotient sink, mono)-category with partial morphisms repre-
sented. If the forgetful functor from Acd to S preserves monomorphisms, then the four
conditions of 4.2 are equivalent to:

(v) Partial morphisms in B are represented,
and the hull defined in 5.8 is the quotient-topological hull of A for completions with partial
morphisms represented.

PROOF. 4.4.(i)=^(v) trivially. Conversely, if partial morphisms in B and in Acd are
represented by ry : Y —• Y* and by I?K : Y —> Y, then there are commutative squares

IY ^U IY

h I
jy -2^ IY

in Acd . These square^ are pullback squares; thus if a partial morphism (m,/) : X —• Y
is represented by / : X —• Y* in B , then (m,/) : IX —> 7Y is represented by ay]
inAcd. Now if oyOL == cry/3 in Acd for morphisms X —• / y , then this remains true
for a,/3 : IJX —>• /Y. It follows that a and /? represent the same partial morphism
(m,/) : JX -» y ; thus ay is monomorphic in Acd. If ay is monomorphic in S, then it
follows as in the proof of 4.8 that ay is an isomorphism.

The second part follows immediately from the first part and the definitions.

6. Completions and hulls over a quasitopos

6.1. Results for quasitopos completions and quasitopos hulls are obtained by combin-
ing results of Sections 4 and 5. If S is a quasitopos satisfying the assumptions of 4.2 and
5.3, then every pullback functor /* in S preserves E, and its right adjoint preserves M,
because / factors / = pm with m a strong monomorphism and p a projection of a product.

We prove three results of this kind which also exhibit the "side effects" of combining
the assumptions of 4.2 and 5.3, and we append a useful result which does not quite fit into
the scheme of this paper.

6.2. Theorem. If S is a quasitopos satisfying the standard assumptions of 4.2
and 5.3, then Acd is a quasitopos, and the embedding Acd —• Acr is the inverse image part
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of a geometric morphism. In this situation, the forgetful functor Pcd : Acd —> S preserves
monomorphisms, strong monomorphisms, and finite limits.

PROOF. Under the assumptions of the Theorem, Acd is cartesian closed, and closed
under finite products in Ac r , by 4.2, and Acd has partial morphisms represented and is
closed under embeddings in ACT by 5.3. Since finite limits in ACT are strong subobjects of
finite products, it follows that Acd is closed under finite limits in ACT, and the embedding
Acd —• ACT preserves finite limits. It follows that the forgetful functor Acd —• S also
preserves finite limits, and hence monomorphisms. Since Acd has embeddings, this forgetful
functor also preserves strong monomorphisms.

6.3. Theorem. Under the standard assumptions of 4.2 and 5.3, tie following condi-
tions are equivalent for an 'E-cotopological completion G : (B,Q) -> (A,P).

(i) B is a quasitopos, and the full embedding I : B -+ Acd with IG = Y preserves
function space objects and representations of partial morphisms.

(ii) Every pullback functor /* in B preserves final lifts of sinks in E.
(iii) Tie concrete left adjoint J : Acd -> B of the full embedding I : B -• Acd

preserves embeddings and finite products.
If these conditions are satisfied, then the adjunction J —| / is a geometric morphism,

and the functor I preserves function space objects and representations of partial morphisms,
up to isomorphisms.

PROOF. With the observation that the forgetful functor of Acd preserves monomor-
phisms, this follows immediately from 4.4 and 5.5, using for (ii) the fact that every morphism
of Acd is the composition of an embedding and a projection of a product.

6.4. Theorem. Under the standard assumptions of 4.2 and 5.3, tie E-cotopological
hull of the objects [YA,YJ9] in Acd, for objects A and B of A, is the smallest E-cotopo-
logical completion of A which satisfies the conditions of 6.3.

PROOF. Let C be the E-cotopological hull described. Then C can be fully embedded
into every E-cotopological completion B of A satisfying the conditions of 6.3.

Since t?jg : B —* B is always an embedding, C contains all function space objects
[YA,YJ?], and hence all objects YA of Acd. As in the proof of 4.7, it follows from 4.5
and 4.6 that C contains all objects [X,YB] and [X,YJ5], and is cartesian closed.

Now put T = [X,y] for objects X>Y of Acd . By [10], we have a commutative diagram

(1) }ev jfc |ev ,

Y *J—• Y ** • Y

with /i representing the partial morphism (t?j x idy, ev), with zy given by 5.7, and with k
exponentially adjoint to zyh. It follows from this and zy&Y — i^y *na* ^T = i&T- Now
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f has the initial structure for A;, as in the proof of 5.7, and it follows as in the proof of 5.8
that partial morphisms in C are represented. Thus C is a quasitopos, and we are done.

6.5. Remarks. It may be noted that diagram 6.4.(1) can be constructed for objects X
and Y of an arbitrary quasitopos, with the additional property that if ft factors ft = ft'e,
with e monomorphic and epimorphic, then c is an isomorphism. This can be used for
proving that T has the initial structure in Acd for ft, and similarly that Y in 5.7 has the
initial structure for zy.

We also note that in the quotient-topological case, condition 6.3.(i) can be replaced by:
(iv) B is a quasitopos,

and the completion of 6.4 becomes the quotient-topological quasitopos hull of A.

6.6. Lifting finite sources. It is well known, and easily seen, that the forgetful
functor ACT —• S preserves and creates limits. Limits in Acd are coreflections of limits
in Acr; it follows that a limit in Acd is preserved by the forgetful functor to S iff it is
preserved by the embedding Acd —» ACT, and hence iff it is concrete.

Theorem. If S has finite limits, then the following statements are logically equivalent
for the forgetful functor Pcd : A c d -> S.

(i) Every finite Pcd-source admits a lift in A c d .
(ii) Every finite P c d - source admits an initial lift in A c d .
(iii) A c d has concrete finite products and embeddings, and full P-sieves are E-dense.
(iv) A c d has concrete finite limits, and full P-sieves are E- dense.
(v) A c d is closed under finite limits in ACT, and full P-sieves are E- dense.

If these conditions are satisfied, then every "E-cotopological completion B of A has concrete
finite limits, and all monomorphisms of B are concrete.

PROOF. (ii)=^(i) trivially, and if (i) is valid, then for finite Pcd-sources, initial lifts in
Acr are quotient dense, and (i) holds. (ii)=^(iii) since concrete products, embeddings and
full sieves in Acd are initial lifts of finite sources. Clearly (iv) <$=>> (v), and (iii) =$• (iv)
and (v) since concrete finite limits in ACT are objects embedded into finite products.

For a Pcd-source of morphisms /,- : S -• |X,|, an initial lift in Acr is a limit of a
diagram of morphism /,- : Us —> ^\Xi\ a nd of morphisms id\Xi\ : X% —* %Y,-|- With this
observation, (ii) follows immediately from (iv) and (v).

With the results of Section 2, the last part of the Theorem follows easily.
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